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Introduction to Capillary Gas Chromatography
1.1
What Is Gas Chromatography?

In a broad sense, gas chromatography is a very powerful and one of the most
common instrumental analysis techniques in use. When properly utilized, it
provides both qualitative (i.e., what is it?) and quantitative (i.e., how much?)
information about individual components in a sample. Gas chromatography
involves separating the different compounds in a sample from each other. This
allows the easy identiﬁcation and measurement of the individual compounds
in a sample. The compounds are separated primarily by the differences in their
volatilities and structures. Many compounds and samples are not suitable for gas
chromatographic analysis due to their physical and chemical properties.

1.2
What Types of Compounds Are Suitable for GC Analysis?

For a compound to be suitable for GC analysis, it must possess appreciable volatility
at temperatures below 350–400 °C. In other words, all or a portion of the compound
molecules have to be in the gaseous or vapor state below 350–400 °C. Another
characteristic is the compound must be able to withstand high temperatures and
be rapidly transformed into a vapor without degradation or reacting with other
compounds. Unfortunately, this type of information about a compound is not
readily available in references or other sources; however, some estimates and
generalizations can be made from the structure of the compounds.
Compound structure and molecular weight can be used as indicators of potential
GC analysis suitability. Compounds with very low volatilities are not suited for
GC analysis since they do not readily vaporize. Compound boiling points are not
always good indicators of volatility. There are many high boiling compounds that
can be analyzed by GC. As a general rule, the greater the molecular weight or
polarity of a compound, the lower its volatility. Both factors have to be considered.
For example, a large, non-polar compound may be more volatile than a small, polar
compound. Also, one polar group on a large molecule has less of an inﬂuence
than one polar group on a small molecule.
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Hydrocarbons with molecular weights over 500 are routinely analyzed using
standard GC systems, and hydrocarbons with molecular weights over 1400 have
been easily analyzed using the properly equipped GC and type of column. The
presence of polar functionalities such as hydroxyl and amine groups severely
decrease compound volatility. Some small molecules such as sugars and amino
acids can not be easily analyzed by GC due to the large number of polar groups.
As a rule, inorganic compounds are not suitable for GC analysis. Metals and
salts do not possess the required volatility. Many organo-metallics have sufﬁcient
volatility for analysis due to the high organic content of these molecules. Most
organic compounds are suitable for GC analysis; however, there are many
exceptions. Many biomolecules and pharmaceuticals are thermally sensitive and
degrade at the temperatures used in gas chromatography. Some compounds
react with the materials used in gas chromatographs and columns and can not
successfully analyzed by GC. There are no realistic, absolute guidelines that can
be used to determine whether a compound can be analyzed by GC. Overall, it has
been estimated that only about 10% of all compounds can be analyzed by GC.

1.3
The Basic Parts of a Gas Chromatograph

A gas chromatographic system is comprised of six major components: gas
supply and ﬂow controllers, injector, detector, oven, column, and a data system
(Figure 1-1). In most cases, the injector, detector and oven are integral parts of
the gas chromatograph; the column, gases and recording device are separate
items and are often supplied by a different manufacturer. All of the components
are further described in individual sections or chapters with the exception of the
oven and recording devices.
1.3.1
Gas Supply and Flow Controllers

High purity gases are supplied from a pressurized cylinder or gas generator.
Pressure regulators on the cylinders or generators control the amount of gas
delivered to the gas chromatograph. Flow controllers or pressure regulators in
the gas chromatograph control the ﬂow of the various gases once they enter the
instrument.
The column is installed between the injector and detector. Gas at a precisely
controlled ﬂow is supplied to the injector; this gas is called the carrier gas. The
carrier gas ﬂows through the injector and into the open tubular column. The
gas travels the length of the column and exits through a detector. To function as
desired, most detectors require speciﬁc gases at the proper ﬂow rates.
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Figure 1-1 Block diagram of a typical gas chromatograph.
Solid arrows denote gas ﬂow paths and dotted arrows denote electronic
signal ﬂow paths.

1.3.2
Injector

The injector introduces the sample into the open tubular column. The injector is
a hollow, metal cylinder containing a glass liner or insert. The column is inserted
into the bottom of the injector so that the column end resides in the lower region
of the glass liner. A liquid, or sometimes a gas, is introduced into the injector
through a resealable septum using a small syringe. The injector is heated to
100–300 °C, thus any volatile sample components are rapidly transformed into a
vapor. The carrier gas mixes with the vaporized portion of the sample and carries
the sample vapors into the column.
An on-column injector deposits the sample directly into the column without a
vaporization step and it is used for select types of samples. In some cases, nonsyringe techniques utilizing specialized equipment or devices (e.g., purge and trap,
headspace, and valves) can be used to introduce a sample into a column.
1.3.3
Capillary Column and Oven

The column resides in an oven whose temperature is accurately controlled. If
unimpeded, vaporized compounds move through the column at the same rate
as the ﬂowing carrier gas. However, the interior walls of columns are coated
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with a thin ﬁlm of polymeric material called the stationary phase. This stationary
phase impedes the movement of each compound down the column by a different
amount. This behavior is called retention.
The length and diameter of the column, the chemical structure and amount of
the stationary phase, and the column temperature all affect compound retention.
If all of these factors are properly selected, each compound travels through
the column at a different rate. This makes the compounds exit the column at
different times. As each compound leaves the column, its presence and amount
are measured by the detector.
1.3.4
Detector

As each compound exits the column, it enters the detector. The detector interacts
with the compounds based on some physical or chemical property. Some detectors
respond to every compound while others respond only to a select group of
compounds. The interaction generates an electrical signal whose size corresponds
to the amount of the compound. The detector signal is then sent to a recording
device for plotting.
1.3.5
Data System

The recording device plots the size of the detector signal versus the time elapsed
since sample introduction into the injector. The plot is called a chromatogram
and appears as a series of peaks (Figure 1-2). Except very old recorders, some type
of report is provided by the data system.
The most common data recording devices are computer (PC) based. Older GC
systems may use an integrator or a strip chart recorder which produce printed
versions of the chromatogram and report with little or no data storage and recall
capability. PC based data system are extremely powerful and offer numerous data
plotting, reporting and storage options, thus their popularity. Most computer data
system can also control and automate the operation of the GC.

1.4
The Chromatogram

In the ideal situation, each peak in the chromatogram represents a single
compound in the sample. It is not unusual for more than one compound in a
sample to interact with the column in the same manner, thus each compound
has the same retention. This results in a single peak that represents more than
one compound (complete co-elution). In some cases, the interactions are very
similar, but not identical. This results in two peaks that partially overlap (partial
co-elution). Using the proper column and operating conditions minimizes dual
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Figure 1-2 Chromatogram and report.

peak identities or overlapping problems, but there are cases where complete
separation is not possible.
Each peak in the chromatogram is assigned a retention time. It is the time required for a compound to travel through the column. The data system usually calculates and prints the retention times and size for each peak on the chromatogram
or in a table (Figure 1-2); additional information may also be included in the report
table. Retention times are usually reported in minutes and the peak size in an
unitless area or height value.
Identifying the compounds corresponding to each peak in the chromatogram is
accomplished by comparison to a previously generated reference chromatogram.
A prepared solution containing known amounts of each compound (commonly
called a standard) is analyzed to obtain their respective retention times and peak
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sizes. Using the same column and GC parameters, the sample is analyzed. If any
of the peaks in the sample have the same retention times as those in the standard,
there is a good probability that the sample contains one or more of the compounds.
If the peaks in the sample do not correspond to those in the standard, the sample
does not contain any of the compounds.
To determine the amount of a compound in the sample, the size of its peak is
used. The size of a peak is proportional to its amount in the sample or standard.
Since the standard contains a known amount of each compound, the peak sizes can
be used as a reference. The size of the peak in the sample is compared to the size
of the corresponding peak in the standard. A simple ratio is set up for quantitation.
For example, if the peak in the sample is two times larger than the peak in the
standard, the injected portion of the sample contains two times the amount of the
compound than the amount known to be present in the standard.
There are numerous situations where peak misidentiﬁcation or quantitation
errors can occur. Adhering to good GC practices will minimize the occurrence
of these types of errors. Additional information on quantitative GC can be found
in Appendix F.

1.5
The Mechanism of Compound Separation

How does the column work? What happens inside the column? How do the
compounds move through the column? Why do some compounds stay in the
column longer than others? How does the sample get into the column? These are
some of the most basic questions asked about gas chromatography. Knowing the
answers does not automatically make a chromatographer produce better results,
but the knowledge is very valuable in solving and preventing problems, selecting
columns, and understanding unexpected results. Complicated discussions
involving thermodynamics and molecular interactions are necessary to fully
answer these questions. Fortunately, comprehension at this level is not necessary
to become an excellent chromatographer. A basic understanding of the concepts,
and not the intricate details, provides a chromatographer with all of the information
necessary to produce the most consistent, trouble free and best results.
1.5.1
A Simple Description of the Chromatographic Process

The separation of a sample into its individual compounds by a capillary GC column
can be described by a very simple concept. The sample containing a mixture
compounds enters the column and collects in the front of the column (Figure 1-3a).
Then the molecules of each compound start to collectively move down the column
at a different rate (Figure 1-3b). The fastest moving molecules reach the end of
the column ﬁrst, enters the detector, thus corresponding with the ﬁrst peak in
the chromatogram (Figure 1-3c). The next fastest compound molecules follows,
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Figure 1-3 Separation of the sample in the column.

and this process continues until all of the remaining compounds have left the
column (Figure 1-3d). Since the compounds each leave the column at different
times, they are separated. Any compounds that travel through the column at the
same rate are not separated and have the same retention times.
1.5.2
A Detailed Description of the Chromatographic Process

Capillary columns are composed of three distinct parts. The tubing is fused silica
(glass) with an outer protective coating. The inner walls are coated with a thin ﬁlm
of polymeric material called the stationary phase. The sample compounds interact
with the stationary phase, and this interaction is responsible for the separation
properties of the column.
Once in the column, the molecules for each compound distribute between the
mobile phase (carrier gas) and the stationary phase (Figure 1-4a). Molecules in the
mobile phase move down the column; molecules in the stationary phase do not
move down the column (Figure 1-4b). The carrier gas transports the compound
molecules down the column. Simultaneously, the molecules are moving in a
random motion. Eventually, each molecule comes into contact with the stationary
phase. Each one enters the stationary phase when this occurs. For every molecule
entering the stationary phase, another one leaves the stationary phase to take
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Figure 1-4 Movement of molecules down the column.
Longitudinal cross-section view of a column.

its place in the mobile phase (Figure 1-4c). This maintains the same overall
distribution of the molecules between the two phases. The process of exchange
between the phases is repeated thousands of times for each molecule. The net
effect is the movement of the molecules down the column (Figure 1-4d).
The rate of molecule movement down the column depends on the distribution
of the molecules between the stationary and mobile phases. The greater the
percentage of molecules in the mobile phase, the faster the molecules travel
down the column. This results in a short residence time for the molecules in
the column and a short retention time for the corresponding peak. Separation
of two compounds occurs when the distribution of their molecules between the
stationary and mobile phases are different. If the distributions are the same, coelution occurs.
The distance or time between the various groups of molecules (with each group
representing one compound) as they exit the column determines the amount of
separation between the peaks. While this separation distance is important, there
is more to chromatography than just separation. The length of column occupied
by the molecules for each compound is critical. A narrow band of compound
molecules occupying a short length of column is desired. If the width of the
molecule bands is narrow, a large separation between the band of molecules is
not needed to prevent overlap of the different compound molecules (Figure 1-5a).
If the width of the molecule bands is broad, the same amount of separation
results in an overlap of the different compound molecules (Figure 1-5b). When
the molecule bands are broad, greater separation is need to prevent overlapping
of the molecule bands (Figure 1-5c).
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Figure 1-5 Width of the molecule bands and the effect on the chromatogram.

1.6
Factors Affecting Separation

The distribution of compound molecules depends on the stationary phase, the
compound and the column temperature. Only these three factors inﬂuence the
amount of peak separation (i.e., distance or time between the peaks). Other
factors such as column dimensions and carrier gas do not have a direct affect
on separation.
1.6.1
Stationary Phase

Retained compound molecules can be regarded as dissolving in the stationary
phase. For a particular compound, its molecules may be more soluble in one
stationary phase than in another. In this case, the compound’s molecules distribute
differently in each stationary phase (Figure 1-6). This means different retention
is obtained with each stationary phase. For multiple compounds, the change in
retention (i.e., molecule distribution) for each compound is usually different. For
this reason, co-eluting compound peaks for one stationary phase often separate
with a different stationary phase.
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Figure 1-6 Molecule distribution in the mobile and stationary phases:
change in the stationary phase. Cross-sectional view of the column.

1.6.2
Compound Structure

The molecules for different compounds distribute in a different ratio in the same
stationary phase (Figure 1-7). Different compounds have different solubilities in
the same stationary phase. If this occurs, peak separation is obtained. If two compounds have the same distribution in the stationary phase, the corresponding peaks
do not separate. This is the reason for co-eluting peaks on the same column.

Figure 1-7 Molecule distribution in the mobile and stationary phases:
change in the compound. Cross-sectional view of the column.

1.6.3
Column Temperature

The distribution of molecules between the stationary and mobile phases depends
on column temperature. At higher column temperatures, there are fewer
molecules in the stationary phase and more in the mobile phase than at a lower
temperature (Figure 1-8). The presence of fewer molecules in the stationary phase
results in faster migration down the column and shorter retention times. This
accounts for longer retention times at lower column temperatures and shorter
retention times at higher column temperatures.
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Figure 1-8 Molecule distribution in the mobile and stationary phases:
change in the column temperature. Cross-sectional view of the column.

At higher column temperatures, the differences in the distribution of different
compound molecules become smaller. Smaller distribution (retention) differences
in the various compound molecules result in less separation between the
corresponding peaks. In general, this results in a decrease in separation at
higher column temperatures (less difference in the molecule distributions) and
a separation increase at lower column temperatures (greater differences in the
molecule distributions).
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